Home Learning Menu
Alongside the weekly expectations for reading, spelling and mental arithmetic (in your
reading record), we ask that children pick 2 activities of different task types from the menu
and bring them into class at the end of term to share with the whole class and celebrate our
thinking.
Year 6 Term 6 Home learning menu
Task Type
Thinking
as a
writer…

Option 1
Write a dramatic or
humorous play
based on school
camp, sports week
or our value of
courage.

Option 2
Write a persuasive
booklet to
encourage people to
adopt a healthy
lifestyle or visit
Manor Adventure.

Thinking
as an
artist…

Create a model of a
stage at the theatre.

Create a heathy
biscuit or bar. These
would be enjoyed
and shared in class!

Option 3
Write a story –
reality, fantasy,
horror or any genre
of your own
choosing – about
sports week or
based on Pig Heart
Boy.
Research and
present information
on Leonardo Da
Vinci. How did he
bridge both Science
and Art disciplines?
Research the career
of a cardio‐vascular
surgeon. Create a
fact‐file on this
medical profession
including how to
become one.

Option 4
Write a poem or news
report based on our
class book ‘Pig Heart
Boy’.

Draw and create a
model of an activity at
camp.

Design an exercise
Research the choices
Create a model of
you can make to
the heart or an
regime which will
keep your heart,
annotated drawing
benefit your body and
body and mind
of the workings of
mind in different ways.
healthy. Present in
the lungs and heart
Create clear
instructions, including
whichever for you
making clear the
chose – a poster, a
direction of blood
the benefits for the
leaflet, a song …
travel.
user.
th
Home learning is due in the week beginning Monday 15 July and will be shared and
celebrated with the rest of the class during this week. We have loved seeing the examples
so far and are delighted with the effort shown!

Thinking
as a
scientist…

